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Enterprise asset management in Banking
and Finance
Deriving the value addition of streamlining asset procurement and
management

Introduction – As businesses scale and
evolve, the emphasis on value derivation
from every aspect of business becomes
essential to enhance business outcomes.
Assets carry a significant chunk of the
business expense, when left unmanaged
becomes detrimental to a profitable
business. Having insights into how many
assets the enterprise holds in value as
well as quality gives an edge in keeping
the business operations running
seamlessly. Every organization depends
on capital investments to run their
business on a day-to-day basis. These
capital investments usually become
significant in financial value as well as
maintaining operational efficiency.
Obsolete or insufficient assets
significantly hamper the productivity of
each business unit, leading to reduced
bottom-line for businesses. The most
valuable asset in finance industry
especially is the management of human
resource. Each personnel when equipped
with the right tools and environment
produce more resulting in better yield.

Across every industry Assets are the
foundation to maximize output through
the lifecycle of production, Banking and
Finance is no exception. Today’s assetintensive organizations must constantly
track, assess and manage the reliability
of a wide range of physical, technological
and human assets. These organizations
must keep track of already available
assets versus the shortfall for efficient
procurement planning. They need to
ensure regular maintenance of the assets
on hand, deploy and manage IT
infrastructure, provide adequate assets
when new workforce is added, maintain,
and manage infrastructure or
consumable assets. To further
complicate matters, technology
infrastructure is constantly evolving,
tremendously complex, typically running

applications and data in silos that can
limit the effectiveness of cross
organizational operations and
efficiencies.
Aging infrastructure poses a continuous
threat to business continuity and
efficiency. These need to be audited
regularly and require ongoing
maintenance and repairs to keep them
going. Customer demand is always of
utmost significance for businesses of any
size and scale. To ensure customers
always get the best experience and bang
for their buck, there is a constant need to
improve customer experience by
introduction of various new assets and
tools. Ensuring the right assets and
delivered to each touch point and help
them run without downtime is mission
critical.
With these challenges in mind, how can
an organization control assets and
remain profitable? Successful
organizations build agility into their
business model. The ability to adapt to
change by improving operations can
mean the difference between survival and
extinction. Asset management, driven by
valuable insights from historical data
mining and trends, can have a significant
impact. One critical step is to unify
processes that manage wide ranging
functions across an organization’s
multiple sites. Having a birds-eye view of
all the assets that are additions and those
that are reaching end of life gives the
control needed to anticipate investments.
In essence, enterprise asset management
is critical to the health and growth of an
organization. When done right, it can be
the key to continued business operations
in times of reduced budgets. Asset
management can also help extend the
useful life of equipment, improve return
on investment and defer new purchases.

Managing Assets in new age
enterprises
Each business is unique and has varied
challenges in operations and upkeep of
every business unit. Everything is digital
in this modern era. To be a front runner in
every aspect of competition knowing how
to keep costs under control and efficient
operations is the winning edge.
While there may be business specific
needs covering the foundational
processes of asset procurement and
management is straight forward. Getting
the basics right is half the job done.
Defray enterprise asset management
system provides a well-defined matrix of
standard workflows and process to plan,
procure, maintain and dispose assets. It
derives from the experiences of
challenges faced historically by the
Banking and Finance industry to produce
the maximum ROI. It has the capacity to
cater to organizations of any scale.
Statutory compliance and tax
computation of assets at every stage of
their life cycle has been built into system
to ensure regulatory compliance.
Budgeting, planning, vendor management,
procurement, contracts, maintenance,
and business intelligence are essential
components of an efficient asset
management solution.
Governance of assets are dealt with by
centralizing or de-centralizing based on
the organization’s setup, an enterprise
asset management system should be
flexible enough to handle the changes in
approval workflows.
Physical assets in a typical Bank or NBFC
are in the below categories

-

Infrastructure which is usually the
facilities owned, leased, or rented
Furniture and Fixtures
IT – Laptops, Desktops, Server
and software
Transport and Machinery –
Vehicles and other miscellaneous
machinery.

Defray EAM helps in managing all the
above asset classes from procure to pay
to manage and dispose. The entire asset
lifecycle along with accurate depreciation
calculation and derivation of statutory
reports for posting the financial value is
available out of the box.
A configurable system is the best bet
when having to have the system up and
running in the minimum possible time.
Defray is meta data driven configurable
system which reduces adoption time to
almost one fourth of the typical
implementation schedule.
An agile system such as Defray gives the
flexibility to implement statutory changes
such as depreciation calculation, GST and
input tax calculation and compliance
reporting.
In today’s digital ecosystem being open is
key to platform success. The platform’s
capabilities of having to be modular and
open is key to drop fit the solution into
existing software mesh. Defray is both
Modular as well as Open in architecture.
When needed any feature can be added or
disabled based on business needs.
Additional information capture for MIS
which needs to draw specific insights, is
a built-in capability. REST Based APIs as
data integration capability to both publish
and subscribe to any open ecosystem is a
breeze.

“Having a flexible platform such
as Defray in the arsenal gives
the edge to keep evolving
forward. “
Key Capabilities of Enterprise Asset
Management System
Asset Definitions – To be able to have
clear visibility of asset purchases and
asset holding patterns, a flexible
definition and multi-level user
configurable classification is a blessing
for granular planning and control. A well-

defined asset master is critical for better
reporting and data visualization.
Planning and budgeting – Governance
driven by clear planning and budgeting is
keystone for any successful business
operation. Capital budgeting is imperative
for any organization of value, which sets
the tone for the fiscal year ahead, it is the
building block for a healthy revenue.
While it is important that the planning be
enforced there should be enough
flexibility in the system to enhance or
reduce the value or quantity as required
with adequate checks and balances.

One off or ad-hoc budget enhancements
with the right authority’s approval gives
the flexibility an organization needs to
keep moving forward without being
blocked during procurement.
Workflows and Delegations – Most
organizations are driven by hierarchical
control centers such as branches
governed by regions, then zones and then
head office. By design these are
pyramidal in nature, but at times there are
orthogonal delegations and approval
mandates. The platform should be
flexible and easy to define at run-time
covering most possibilities is a must have
to derive control and enforce financial
limits.
Vendor Management – Identification and
on-boarding of the right vendor to work
with is one of the critical elements to
asset procurement and management. A
vendor empanelment process for due
diligence and vetting ensures the right
partner to depend on for on-demand as
well as recurring procurements. A clear
enforcement of vendor empanelment
policy avoids any organizational
obscurity.

Lowering cost is not the only parameter
to select the right vendor to work on a
contract or purchase. There should a
combination of parameters which leads
to this decision such as reliability, service
coverage, financial stability, and
transparency.

Procurement – Asset procurement is the
critical stage during which the business
managers can discover maverick spend
and curtail the expenses. By having
information of the asset being procured
at the optimal costs by comparing with
historical models, the people responsible
may make informed buying decisions.

A workflow driven requisition approval
process helps maintain adequate checks
and balances based on various business
rules to curtail or rationalize the spend.
The key benefit being value for money
being put into place, greater
transparency, and accountability.
Assetization – Capturing all the details
relevant to an asset purchase, adding it to
inventory and records of components and
installation history is necessary to have a
clear understanding of the asset in
register as well as tracking the asset life
cycle and location.

A real time visibility of mobile assets is a
benefit to manage, replace or retrieve
asset when needed. In today’s age of IoT
asset tracking has become an integral
part of ensuring asset tracking for assets
which are of high value.
Defray has IoT capabilities to record and
track assets by gathering data from any
RFID or UWB tagged asset.
Compliance – Depreciation calculation
and determining the book value of assets
on hand is to be reported with balance
sheet for all Banking and Finance
institutions. Also, the input credit for GST
which varies as per nature of organization
eg., banking which is partial is required.
Such compliances and category-based
depreciation calculation change from
time to time due to regulatory changes.

Defray is configurable along with
modification of business rules to ensure
compliance.
Asset Management – The entire asset life
cycle should be visible in a single view to
understand the history and current
location and value to make assessment
and manage the residual value.

The system should be able to tell exact
book value and projected depreciation
periodically and on-demand. The end of
life and possibility of broken day
depreciation given accurate values at the
time of transfers or disposals. The profit
or loss booking of the asset when it is
disposed should also be passed on to the
financial system by posting the records
as general ledger entries to appropriate
configurable head of accounts.
Maintenance – AMC and component
replacement needs to be tracked
alongside each asset so that the health of
the asset can be monitored and tracked.
Periodic maintenance, recording and prior
alerting enhances the asset life thus
providing maximum value and cost
saving through warranty replacements
and repair coverage.
Integration – The system should be able
to work as standalone as well as in
tandem to other software in the
ecosystem. Most modern systems
communicate either through SOA or REST
APIs. These integrations make it possible
to avoid duplication of data and maintain
single source of truth.

Choosing the right enterprise Asset
Management Solution
Improved asset availability leads to better
customer service and directly results in
increased revenues. Any break in the
efficiency of the assets or tools that is
used by service team leads to tangible
revenue loss. A robust procurement
system backed by adequate asset
tagging, tracking and maintenance gives
direct benefit of growth in revenue.

Audit Trail – Knowing who did what to the
last data point helps pinpoint issues and
fix them before the issue snow balls.
More than accountability, a detailed audit
trail helps save valuable time and is
productive. It can help avoid human
errors leading to financial loss
Customer Experience - An intuitive user
experience is critical for supporting these
capabilities for enterprise asset
management. With easy navigation and
features, organizations can streamline
work processes for increased productivity
and reduce the need for user training. By
adopting the ability to centralize and
visualize the asset locations and status,
organizations increase workforce
efficiency and the quality of customer
service.

“We have been able to efficiently
manage our procurement of
assets and operational expenses
with a modular and
customisable platform, for all of
our branches and departments. “

DVP Federal Bank

The right asset management solution
enables
-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Adequate purchases at the right
cost resulting in reduced total
cost of ownership for each asset.
Overall cost benefit for the
organization
Regular maintenance leading to
better asset lifetime and in-turn
higher returns as well
Clear visibility leading to better
decision-making, control cost
overages due to data opacity
Standardize asset management
best practices across all asset
types across the entire enterprise
Better regulatory compliance
Derive value of tax benefit through
accurate computation of input
credit and depreciation
Create structured process through
dynamic workflows
Cost control by delegation
enforcement
Accountability by adequate audit
trail
Automated payments through
NEFT or any other digital
payments
Direct posting of figures to the
financial system
Intuitive reports and dashboards
to visualize data

Defray Enterprise Asset Management
Defray offers best in class enterprise
asset management, with proven capacity
of managing assets over 1600+ branches
and 15000+ users with cost benefits of
over 2 Million USD each year for more
than 5 years.
It is a modular, configurable, scalable, and
open solution which can be adapted to
any business size and scale. It can be run
either on-prem or on the cloud and
connects to any Identity manager such as
LDAP, SSO, SAML etc. and is designed to
deliver results, closely tied to improve
organizational visibility and growth.
Learn More about Defray Enterprise Asset
Management System by organizing a
product walkthrough with our Business
Analyst connect@splenta.com
We offer various deployment models and
custom pricing to suit your business
need. Get in touch with our VP Sales
sales@splenta.com to explore purchase
options.
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